Teermoyle Tooth on the Keamconneragh ridge, Glenbeigh Horseshoe
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M O U N TA I N V I E W S N E W S
WELCOME TO OUR NOVEMBER
QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER
We have a great selection of articles for you this
quarter. Jack Carey describes visiting half of the
Highest Hundred list. He had tried doing this one a
week but lockdowns and losing his job meant he had
to be very flexible in his plans. He tells a fascinating
tale aided in part by MountainViews.
Often times contributor Fergal Hingerty describes a
visit to the Brecon Beacons, a spectacular part of Wales
which I understand can be reached by car from Holyhead in about 4 hours.
Michael Guilfoyle recounts his survival tale on Iceland’s biggest glacier. In part two
it’s about snow holes, hunkering down and long days of skiing to retreat.
We have a beginners story on Slieve Snaght (the one near Errigal and the summit
from which our Photo of the Month was taken) and a selection of other interesting
tracks and summit comments.
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ANNUAL
We intend to bring out our Annual again in Feb 2023, so if you have any ideas about
articles etc, start working on them!
VOLUNTEERING, AWARDS
The committee has been strengthened by Simon Byrne who has recently joined.
Simon (MV name simoburn ) has the distinction of being the only person to have
visited all of the Arderins and all of the Vandeleur-Lynams in one year. Member
Glencree has been assisting us with creating lists of and contacting potential
awardees for our annual gathering next year. If you have completed a list recently
then expect to hear from her. We can use
more volunteers for the committee.
The Annual Gathering is provisionally on
Fri, 24th Feb 2023, venue being arranged,
though it will be in Dublin.

Approaching the summit of Scraigs in the Fintown Hills, Donegal
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INTO THE WILD
SLIEVE SNAGHT (678M),
DERRYVEAGH MOUNTAINS

Getting a real sense of wilderness in Ireland can be challenging at times,
but ochils_trekker’s post of October 12 describing his long, solitary
ascent of Slieve Snaght in Donegal proves that it is still very achievable
– and rewarding.
I was lucky enough with the weather on my second visit to north Donegal in
early September, just before the weather broke in a big way, so managed
a few tops over three or four days. Slieve Snaght was on the list, and I had
the Poisoned Glen to myself for the whole walk as it turned out. Strangely,
not even the usual sheep dotted around the hillside, which made the
experience feel perhaps even more solitary than the remoteness of the
mountain itself would. Just a pair of ravens, a mountain hare, a lot of huge
dragonflies around the bog pools, and the tiny frogs which occasionally
would appear just where I where I was about to plant my boot. I can report
that no amphibians were hurt in the course of this adventure though.
I parked at the roofless church and managed to find a river crossing point
after a bit of faffing about to make my way in a broadly SSE direction up
to the first small hill, going round the west side and then following my
nose and keeping to the E of the stream. Once I reached Drumnalifferny
it was just a case of up and down along the ridge until the drop down to
Lough Slievesnaght and a fair slog up the shoulder to the summit cairn.
Took me 3.5 hrs to the summit, and I wasn’t hanging around, so I guess I
took a scenic route. Probably lost 30 mins looking for a decent crossing
point on the river when really, I should have just taken the boots off and
gone straight across as it wasn’t in flood. After a few shots and a very
peaceful lunch at the top, I retraced my steps more or less, as I didn’t
fancy the descent through the gap to the NW of Lough Slievesnaght.

Errigal from Slieve Snaght b ochils_trekker

A big tick off my list of Irish tops - I managed Errigal, Dooish and Muckish
in the same few days, so I was well pleased with myself - and Slieve Snaght
was a pretty wonderful, solitary experience in perfect conditions.
As a footnote to this, when I climbed Errigal the contrast was stark - the
place was mobbed with people, mostly casually attired in the glorious
weather and thanks to the newly-constructed stone pathway and running
boards taking people most of the way to the final ridge. I felt a bit
overdressed for the occasion in my walking gear! Build it and they will
come, as someone once said. It is very well done though, and addresses
the erosion problem. So credit where it is due and all that.
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/142/comment/23695/
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Tory with its Crosses and Balors Fort on
the East b seamusdoohan

NORTH

A big vote for Tory
Tory Island in Donegal
gets the first, second and
third preference vote
from seamusdoohan,
thanks to its dramatic
beauty, history and
archaeology.
Link: mountainviews.
ie/summit/2020/
comment/23681/

The rocky upper part of
Cashel Hill is good for some
clambering b fieldoptic

WEST

The other Cashel
Like its namesake, Cashel Hill in
Connemara also boasts a rich history,
including the remnants of an ancient
ringfort and a well-preserved wedge
tomb, reports fieldoptic.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/947/
comment/17975/

Knockshanahullion from the summit of Knocknalougha b JohnFinn

WEST

Diamond hill from Connemara Natioal Park
car park. b seamusdoohan

A gem-like introduction
to hillwalking
Diamond Hill in the Bens
is an ideal starter for
hillwalking newcomers
with an established
figure of eight
waymarked trail that’s
not as steep as it looks,
writes TommyV.
Link: mountainviews.
ie/summit/649/
comment/20133/

SOUTH

A fertility ritual theory hits the rocks
Curious rock sculptures on a the lesser known Knockmealdowns put
JohnFinn’s imagination to work, but his theory as to their origin hit
rock bottom!
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/188/comment/23708/
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Under fire b Colin Murphy

Tipperary or the
Somme?
Seen in early
morning light
and amid the
Tipperary mists, a
section of forest
that had fallen
victim to a fire
had an eerie
resemblance to a WW1 battlefield, writes Colin Murphy

Looking down Bridia Valley to Knocknacusha with
Stumpa Duloigh left b tempy

Linkback: mountainviews.ie/summit/519/comment/23704/

SOUTH

West side story
Because of the access issues in the Black Valley, member tempy
decided to approach Broaghnabinnia from the western ridge, a
decision that proved very rewarding.
Linkback: mountainviews.ie/summit/80/comment/23703/
The Great Sugar Loaf from the south b Geo

MIDLANDS

EAST

Iconic top
An updated short summary
on Great Sugar Loaf in
Wicklow by Simon3 and
Wicklore, arguably the
most climbed hill in Ireland
[ED, well not according to
MV which puts it at 12th],
with multiple ascent routes
suggested.
Linkback: mountainviews.ie/summit/455/comment/5214/

On stream b Colin Murphy

MIDLANDS

So-so summit
is so,
so easy
If you’re
looking for an
easy bag, head
for Knockane
in the Keeper
Hill area. It’s 20
minutes to top
and an ascent
of just 90m,
reports Colin
Murphy

Linkback: mountainviews.ie/summit/779/comment/23706/
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TRACK OF THE MONTH: EAST - OVER, AROUND AND BACK AGAIN

This month’s selection comes
courtesy of ceideile and
the Wicklow Mountains, a
journey over Lugnaquilla
with a little potter around
Kelly’s Lough at the far point.
There are some nice photos
and reminders of how we
interact with those who work
on these hills. The electronic
gadgets are devices that
with GPS are used to define a
working area for the animals
which are then given a
warning and a shock to keep
them there.

Angus cattle grazing above
Kelly’s Lough b ceideile

Kelly’s Lough from Lough Mountain aka
Corriganarrig aka Corrigasleggaun b ceideile

LENGTH: 19.6km
TIME TAKEN: 6h 4m
ASCENT: 1147m
DESCENT: 1146m
PLACES: Start at
S9868290285, Ballineddan
Mountain, Cloghernagh,
Lugnaquilla, Slievemaan,
end at Start
Link: mountainviews.ie/
track/4750/
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TRACKS

C R O AT I A :
S PA I N :
VIVA ESPANA!
Having run out of lists that
interest him in Ireland Onzy
has moved his bagging
activities to the rather
larger canvas of Spain’s
3000m mountains, and
this track visits a couple
of Sierra Nevada summits
and ruminates on the
information underpinning
this new challenge.
Link: mountainviews.ie/
track/4732/
SCOTLAND:

BEINN SGRITHEALL
BY THE SEA
Billbaggins has uploaded
a couple of tracks from
Scotland this month,
including this one which
traverses Beinn Sgritheall,
a solitary Munro rearing
prodigiously up from the
western seaboard. The
route includes its subsidiary
NW top (always wise to bag these subsidiary summits while you’re
there) and a length of climb that you don’t get in Ireland!
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/4744/

and restaurants. And trees.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/4745/

LOKRUM BACK IN ANGER
An object lesson in taking
advantage of any trip to do a bit
of walking and summiteering,
Colin Murphy has been to
Croatia, where he took a brief
trip away from Dubrovnik to
visit Lokrum Island and its high
point. It’s not much effort but
that effort is rewarded with
fortifications, coastal views, bars

ENGLAND:
WALNA SCARRED FOR LIFE
England’s Lake District has long
been a preferred destination for
holidaying hillwalkers, and Onzy
has been working on the list of
Wainwrights from the legendary
walking guides first published
in the 1950s and 60s. This route
takes in the principal summits
above the bustling village of
Coniston, very popular (you
won’t want for company) but very
rewarding and interesting. He’s
wrong to say it’s the best walk in
the district, mind.
Link: mountainviews.ie/
track/4748/

SUMMITEERING

50 PEAKS IN 50 WEEKS FOR
LAURALYNN CHILDREN’S HOSPICE

Inspired by the children’s charity, Beano (Jack Carey) tackles
Ireland’s 50 highest summits despite COVID lockdowns

N

ear the end of 2019 I was trying to think of something to do to
raise money for LauraLynn Children’s Hospice. I wanted to do
something that was a bit crazy and extremely difficult. Something
that would grab people’s attention and make them want to donate
because of the extremity of the challenge. I had been thinking a lot
about getting into hiking as a hobby at the time. I had done some
hiking when I was in the army, and even though it was under duress
at the time, I enjoyed it. I hadn’t hiked in almost 10 years, so I felt
like a complete newcomer. But the idea of a hiking challenge really

My 50 peaks list, compiled with information from mountainviews.ie

appealed to my sense of adventure, so I decided that was what I was
going to do. I also wanted the challenge to span most of the year
in 2020, as to hopefully accumulate a lot of donations that way. 52
weeks in a year sort of led to the idea of doing 50 mountains, 1 per
week. Then the name 50 peaks in 50 weeks popped into my head
and I thought it had a nice ring to it.
I first came across LauraLynn when I was looking for a charity for
which to run the 2017 Dublin Marathon. I was browsing through
charities online and came across this one that said ‘children’s
hospice’. I had been familiar with hospices, as some of the older
members of my family have passed away in them. But the children
part really threw me for a loop. I had never considered the thought
of a children’s hospice before and never actually knew LauraLynn
existed up to that point. So, I started researching more about the
place. I had tears in my eyes looking at their website when the
heartbreaking reality of a hospice for little kids, and their families,
really started to dawn on me. I really don’t think there is a more
worthy charity in Ireland for people to donate to. They are literally the
only place in our country who provide a comfortable caring facility
for little children who are terminally ill, and their families. In my
opinion everybody should be doing something to help them.
I figured if I was going to go extreme with the challenge, I’d go
as extreme as possible. So, I decided that the 50 mountains would
be the 50 highest ones in the country. Through my initial research
I discovered MountainViews.ie, and its list of the Highest Hundred
mountains in Ireland. I really liked this particular list, as it was judged
on the individual prominence of the mountain, which I felt was the
best way to categorise mountains and their peaks.
I used the detailed breakdown of each mountain on the ‘Highest
Hundred’ page to draw up the top 50, with each mountain broken
down into its range, county, height, map needed, and grid reference
location. Browsing through the website I saw that each mountain
had comments and pictures from members, detailing their hikes on
said mountain. This proved to be an incredibly essential tool for me
during the course of my challenge.
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I started on the 5th of January with Moanbane in Wicklow. My
initial plan was to do 1 hike every Sunday. Some mountains on the
list could be hiked together, due to proximity, so I estimated that
I would probably finish up around September. I had a page on
Facebook for the challenge. Prior to each hike I posted the details of
the hike, when and where I would be starting from, the length of the
hike, duration of the hike etc. This was in the hope that some hikers
would join me on each hike, and this in turn would lead to the word
of the challenge spreading, leading to more donations. For the first
few hikes I sought out local guides to bring me safely through each
walk. It wasn’t until my 4th or 5th hike that someone pointed me in
the direction of the ViewRanger app. When I familiarized myself with
this, I was confident I could guide myself by using pre-hiked user
routes on the app, along with my map and compass. Everything was
going very well, and the challenge was all on schedule, then the
pandemic hit. When Covid-19 hit, and the subsequent lockdown, I
had hiked 16 mountains.
During lockdown I couldn’t hike any of the other mountains on
my list, as I live in probably the flattest part of Ireland, the Curragh.
No mountains here, just lots and lots of sheep. So, I just had to
bide my time and hope for an end to lockdown. Finally, I could get
back hiking again on the 29th of June when the restrictions eased. I
wanted to get the remaining 34 mountains completed before winter
weather, and in case another lockdown happened. Therefore, I
devised a much more intense schedule than the previous one-hikeper-week routine. I set out to hike 3 times per week instead; I had
lost my job through Covid-19, so, luckily, I had the time to commit
to this schedule. With this new plan I was scheduled to hike my final
mountain, Carrauntoohil, on the 27th of August, my birthday, which
would have been a cool way to finish. Unfortunately, Kildare had 2
subsequent lockdowns and I was forced to sit and wait once again.
I then had to step up the intensity even further, with a full week of
hikes in Mayo, followed by a full week of hikes in Kerry.
I eventually got the 50 mountains completed on Saturday,
September 19th. What an incredible experience it was. Discounting

Carrauntoohil, my final summit

lockdowns, I managed to get the 50 mountains hiked in 17
weeks. Most importantly, I managed to raise over 17 thousand
euro for LauraLynn. My initial target was 2 thousand. I possibly
underestimated the interest the challenge would generate & I
definitely underestimated people’s generosity. This was one of the

SUMMITEERING
greatest experiences of my life. Definitely the best thing, morally, I’ve
ever done in my life. I had to do many of the hikes by myself. You
learn a lot about yourself when you’re over 800 metres high, in thick
cloud, on a narrow ridge, alone. I’m not sure if I have been more
humbled by people’s kindness to me, or how utterly formidable
some of Ireland’s mountains are.
My most difficult hike mentally was the day I climbed Mweelrea
& Ben Lugmore, in Mayo, on the 28th of July. I had read a lot about
both of them prior to the hike, as I always researched my upcoming
mountains, mainly on MountainViews. What stood out was all the
warnings people were giving about how dangerous these mountains
were. I also came across several articles about people falling to their
death up there. So, I was fairly scared before I even began the hike,
to be honest. Then being up there was even worse than I feared. The
weather was terrible, really strong winds and zero visibility, so that
didn’t help. There were terrifying cliffs, really narrow ledges we had
to walk along, a steeply sloping area with loose stones we had to
The extremely formidable Mweelrea and
Ben Lugmore, from The Ramp

walk along with a cliff right below it (that my guide told me a woman
had died on not so long ago by slipping on the loose stones and
falling to her death). I was genuinely terrified for most of the hike.
My guide Liam Gavin & his friend Amanda Conlon, both members of
the RDF, weren’t one-bit scared. Mayo people are a different breed it
seems, ha ha. Their calmness and guidance really helped me.
Physically, one of the most difficult I did was Slieve Carr in Mayo.
Known as ‘Ireland’s most remote mountain’, it certainly lives up to its
name. My great friend, Stephen ‘Browners’ Browne, was with me on
that hike. I told Browners 4 things before that hike. It would be long,
it would be tough, but the weather was meant to be good & and the
views are supposed to be spectacular. Well, it was long, it was tough,
but it literally rained non-stop from start to finish, and we could only
see around 10 feet in front of us with thick mist throughout the hike,
so the jury is still out on those views. The weather, the terrain, the
visibility, the physical severity of the hike, all cumulated in making
it an extremely arduous challenge. It took us 6 & half hours, 2
mountains, and a lot of misery, to just get to the foot of Slieve Carr,
before even beginning to climb it.
Then, after we scaled it, began the monumental trek back to the
car. I think a part of Browners’ soul died on that mountain, but he
has since recovered, and I think has just about forgiven me. It was a
3-and-a-half-hour drive for us to get there. A 10-and-a-half-hour hike.
Then a 3-and-a-half-hour drive home. Lovely.
The most beautiful views I witnessed were when I hiked Cnoc
Na Péiste, in MacGillycuddy’s Reeks. I was alone and it was my first
ever hike on the biggest mountain range in the country. So, I was
pretty apprehensive. It turned out to be one of the most incredible
experiences of my life. The weather was perfect, and the hike was
thoroughly enjoyable from start to finish. The view from the top of
Cnoc Na Péiste was literally breathtaking. I am not a particularly
spiritual person, but being up there and looking out at that scenery,
while thinking of the kids in LauraLynn, just brought me to a place
inside myself that I had never been before. It was a very moving
experience.
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The hiking highlight of this
crazy journey was hiking Mount
Leinster on the 20th of July with
lots of my friends, their kids,
my dog Dougal (who has since
passed away), my brother, my
sister, my sister’s husband and
my 2 nieces Ailbhe & Laoise and
my nephew Oisin. I’m very close
with my nephew and 2 nieces, so
having them share this experience
with me was really incredible.
We had brilliant weather, a great
day out, and got a beautiful
picture together on the top of the
mountain. A day I’ll never forget.
So, I’m Beano and this has
been my story. I would have
struggled to safely complete
this challenge if I didn’t have
the brilliant level of detail and
information available to me on
MountainViews.ie. I can’t stress
how beneficial it was to me. I am
now addicted to hiking. It’s my
favourite thing in the world to
do. The hiking community is one
of the soundest I have ever encountered. Special mention to Noel
Joyce, Liam Gavin, David Guenot, Garry McDonnell, Patrick O’Brien
and the legendary Dillon Lynch (Dillon’s Adventures). I can’t wait for
countless more adventures in the years to come. If you’re reading
this, maybe you’ve always wanted to do something like what I did, for
a charity close to your heart, or that has touched your life. My advice,
just go for it. It’ll be the best thing you’ll ever do.
Beano (Jack Carey)

With my friends and family
on top of Mount Leinster

lauralynn.ie/ - Website for the LauraLynn hospice.
facebook.com/HelpLauraLynn/ - my Facebook fundraising page.
MountainViews.ie/lists/highest/ - the Highest Hundred list.
irishpeaks.ie/ - Website for the Irish Peaks book. The book has full
coverage of the Highest Hundred summits.

ADVENTURE

VATNAJÖKULL
PART 2

A 1990 ADVENTURE
ON ICELAND’S
LARGEST ICE CAP
A continuation of the article that was started in the
MountainViews August Quarterly, 2022.

Vatnajökull (water glacier) is an amazing Ice Age remnant, an area
nearly 2/3rds the size of an Irish province. It consists of mountain
ranges and volcanoes buried by the ice and snow of successive
glacial periods over the last 2 million years

MountainViews is glad to publish this riveting account of a trip
there. The plan was ambitious, came unstuck, but was rescued by
snowholes and compromise.
The last sentence of Part 1 reads:
However, any kind of romantic reverie was rudely shattered some
hours later, when we were thrust into a world away beyond our
comfort zone! …

ADVENTURE
Meanwhile our skis and ski poles were howling in the wind and
blowing snow, but still standing firmly.
I felt there was nothing to do but ride out the blizzard, and
Mike and I settled into conversations about life and loves, Mike’s
loves! At some stage during these long chats, Mike, in a fit of the
claustrophobia and frustration we were both feeling, vigorously
pushed through, and punctured, the wall of the tent that was bulging
ever inwards onto him through weight of snow. Seemingly we’d only
been using the flysheet, and so we were deluged by snow onto our
sleeping bags for our sins – a bit like a lifeboat being holed! Not a
sustainable situation!
Meanwhile, Eugene’s tent started to collapse in on him, pinning
him alarmingly in his sleeping bag through weight of snow. He got
out of the tent in his “survival” suit, came over to us and, insofar as

Campsite before the Storm

Vatnajökull and the Blizzard
e had two two-man tents, both mine. I was sharing with Mike
in a new tent and Eugene was in one I’d used in Crete in
1974, and on a previous Icelandic trip with Eugene in Jökulfirðir in
1981. We had prepared our encampment for bad weather, pinning
everything down and even had built low snow walls around our
tents, big mistake!
My first becoming aware of the wild blizzard outside was either
Mike waking me or the loud hissing and flapping sound of snow
and wind on the thin nylon of the tent. I stuck my head out and
was greeted with cold swirling spindrift, and virtually zero visibility.
As gusts came and went, I saw outlines of Eugene’s tent about 3
metres from ours but could not shout loud enough for him to hear.

W

Eugene at the devastated campsite
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the wind-noise allowed us to communicate, we decided that we
needed to abandon the tents and build a snowhole.
The reason so much snow was weighing down our tents was
because of those encircling snow wall ramparts we’d built. This
resulted in the snow settling on the tents instead of blowing over
and around them!
Vatnajökull and Snowhole Number One

An extract from my 1990 Mountain Log article

Our Alpine Club
friends had
advised us on
how to dig and
create a habitable
snowhole and/or
to build an igloo.
We decided the
latter would be too
technical, and the
conditions made
it too urgent to
experiment. As a
hole might give us
shelter faster, we
three got into our
gear and set about
digging!
Our first
problem was a
layer of thick ice
just below the
fresh snow, most
probably the result
of early summer
rain/thaw followed

by freezing conditions. We’d been warned that this was possible –
hence the ice saws.
So, we worked hard with the saws, dug a trench with a linear seat,
shifted all our gear in, effectively abandoning the tents to the everraging blizzard. Eugene and I worked on moving the gear while Mike
melted snow on one of our stoves while seated well sheltered down
inside the snow hole, though snow constantly blew in! It probably
took us about 3 hrs to systematically dismantle our encampment,
rescue our belongings, construct the snowhole and move our gear
safely into it. During that period, we worked in almost zero visibility
and vicious wind-blown snow, but ended up sweating a lot.
At some point something strange happened to me, a kind of
hallucination! I mistook a gas cylinder being blown in the wind
for a snowmobile coming to rescue us, and walked/ran towards
it! When I had retrieved the cylinder and turned back towards
the encampment, a gust of snow and wind hid the tents and guys
from me. I became quite disoriented. And so, to prevent any of us
wandering off, we erected a perimeter of skis and ski poles at points
around our encampment, reminded ourselves that this was a very
serious situation and resolved to stick close together. We took the
skis in from perimeter duty and applied them to support a roof over
the snowhole. We systematically placed blocks of cut snow/hard ice
over our skis, like large stone slates on flat roof rafters. The blowing
snow finishing the sealing process, and our new world went quiet.
At some point hours into our snowhole sojourn, our matches and
lighters got damp, and there was so much moisture that we could
not dry them! A long moment of panic! In the event, we were saved
only by an emergency little flip-card of matches my wife Moya had
wrapped in plastic and put deep into my gear! Thus, we avoided a
bad situation, given that sweat in our non-Gore-Tex “survival suits”
was now chilling us” to the bone”, and we needed warm drinks.
And so, we sat there for the rest of that day and the following
night, in very cramped conditions, only vaguely aware of the
conditions above. We were relatively calm and functioning well in all
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respects, though at this point we had no idea how long the blizzard
was going to be with us.
A bad decision luckily reversed!
On the following day, we decided that the light had changed and
maybe the weather had improved, and so we raised the roof of our
snowhole and ventured out. True enough the wind had reduced, and
the sky had brightened. There was still a lot of blowing snow, but we
convinced ourselves that it wasn’t snowing, and that there were hints
of blue up above the billowing snow.
We decided we’d make a run for it back to the emergency hut on
the volcanic rim of Kverkfjöll, even though it could be well over ten
hours of skiing and success depended on pinpoint navigation, given
unpredictable visibility. We dug our polkas out of the snow, packed
up our gear, emptied the snowhole, put on our skis and roped
ourselves up. Again, this took hours of hard systematic work in our
borrowed “survival” outfits. We were sweating again.
Just as we finished taking a bearing and had started to move,
the weather closed in with a vengeance, so much so that we could
hardly see each other. I decided there and then that we should go
back to ground, the others objecting a bit. I stuck to my guns very
strongly, probably spooked a bit by my earlier “hallucination” and
disorientation in the blizzard visibility conditions.
In fact, I was spooking myself with a picture of ourselves much
later, going around in circles and eventually sitting down exhausted
or worse in the blizzard well short of our destination, too cold and
tired to build another snow hole! So, after a bit of a debate, standing
there in the renewed blizzard in full travelling mode, and my sharing
of this vision, we agreed to dismantle our travelling gear, rebuild the
snowhole and settle in for as long as it would take!
Vatnajokull and Snowhole Number 2
And so, we got to work building a new long duration snowhole,

Blue is planned route, black is actual and red is the
camp/snowhole area

much roomier with alcoves
for gear and toilet, and
settled down into our bags.
It was the same snowhole,
just re-dug, extended and
strengthened. Again, this
all took more hours of hard
work.
I remember the scene as I
pulled the last block over
our roof – the grey and
white blizzard back with a
howling vengeance, the
hand straps of our bent
over ski poles blowing like
pennants, our tent remains
already almost fully buried
and our overturned polkas
barely exposed under new
mounds of smoking snow.
It was a very inhospitable
scene, and I was very glad
we were not out there
battling through it!
We dropped into
a silence within the
snowhole as we all
struggled to get into the
warmest possible position
in our sleeping bags. A
very low moan coming
and going from above
our snow ceiling told us
the storm was continuing

ADVENTURE
to rake the flat icecap surface above us. I think we slept on and off,
probably reduced oxygen helping! At some stage however, the
cold got “into my bones” and after resisting it for hours, I did one of
the toughest things I’ve ever done in my life – I stripped naked and
put on a complete set of dry head-to-toe thermals, in the process
coming painfully into contact with the wet icy cold walls of the
snowhole. In the event, the effort paid off and my comfort level went
away up the scale, and I succeeded in getting quite a lot of sleep
– much more than the other two who stayed in their cold, sweaty
damp gear!
My big worry all through this period related to something
our Icelandic Alpine advisors had said in the context of the then
hypothetical recourse to a snowhole. They’d told us to “Pray it
doesn’t rain as the snow roof will melt and collapse down onto you”!
That hadn’t sounded good, and often I examined the ceiling for any
signs of sagging, while I put down the odd drip off the ceiling to our
own body heat rather than a change in outside temperature, but I
was never sure!
A day and two nights passed, interspersed with rousing to eat and
melt snow and back to sleep, often without a word uttered. Gradually
half-awake/half-asleep, I became aware of silence and the snow
ceiling above me seeming somehow brighter. I suggested we check
out the surface but the lads stuck fast to the “warmest” positions in
their bags, and wouldn’t move. In fact, we had developed a condition
I was to read about much later – “sleepingbagitis”! And so, after
ruminating on it for a while, I got out of my bag, got fully dressed
and climbed over the guys. I pushed up a snow block, bringing yet
another deluge of snow onto me and into our snowhole! But I was so
glad I did.
A wonderland of blue and white and sunshine and warmth!
I emerged like a mole into a pristine wonderland of the whitest of
white and the bluest of blue, and not a stir in the air. It was totally
magical! But the lads would not believe me, and so I dismantled the

self and Eugene on way
back to Kverkfjöll

roof of the hole and let them see the sky from their prone positions.
But now we were faced with what to do – go on or go back? Our
tents were destroyed but we had learned a lot about snow survival.
Anyway, the vote was two to one against going on to Grimsvotn, me
in the minority! So, we packed up in warm sunshine, interred my old
1974 tent and some of our wet clothes in the filled-in snowhole, took
a bearing to the north and set off back, watching the sky behind us
anxiously.
Vatnajökull – Retreat from the Snowhole
We called our retreat to Kverkfjöll the “Day of the Scalded Cats”. I so
remember that day of glorious warm sunshine as Grimsvotn receded

ADVENTURE
Another angle on the devastated
campsite, Eugene in picture.

behind (when we were high enough to see it!), along with my dream
of the first Irish crossing of Vatnajökull. And on the way we were just
amazed to see a distant dot gradually become a lone skier pulling a
polka! We made a long sweeping diversion to intercept him. It was
a lone Frenchman intent on doing a solo crossing of the icecap. He
was able to tell us that Italy had won the World Cup a week before.
We had been a bit out of touch! We were also to get the only photo
of the three of us in full icecap travelling mode!
We reached Kverkfjöll volcano after about 15 hours of skiing
and swam and frolicked naked in the glacial crater lake, warm on
one side from geothermal springs and freezing on the other as
great sections of ice cap wall slid noisily into it, sending significant
waves over to our shore! We spent that night in the emergency hut
above the lake, our bodies so used to cold that we found the interior
temperature of 4c too warm, which amazed us. Deep in the night
another blizzard hissed on the heavy plastic walls of the hut, making
me feel a bit better about turning around.

Iceland back to Dublin
And so, the long journey back to Reykjavik and Dublin began. We
were lucky there was a guy with a jeep at Sigurdarskali, where we’d
started from, and he took us all the way up to the north coast, me
feeling more and more dejected. In my mind sometimes I blamed
my two friends for refusing to continue, but then again it was my two
tents that let us down. And until only 5 years or so ago I imagined
myself, even alone, setting out to complete the crossing. But now at
76 I’ve finally given up the idea!
Media Coverage of our Snowhole Adventure
I wrote an article on the trip in Mountain Log, which Kristjon
translated for the main Icelandic daily the “Morgunbladid”. The
public reaction in Iceland was evenly split, on the one hand, between
admiration for our attempt and especially our decision to turn
around; and on the other, asking why we had clearly unsuitable gear
for such an expedition; we had not only jeopardised our own lives,
but also those of rescue teams sent out to search for us.
Postscript on the Vatnajökull experience
In 2005 a group of us climbed Hvannadalshnjúkur (2119mts),
Iceland’s highest mountain, on the southern edge of Vatnajokull. Of
particular interest to me was my view of the icecap descent route
that had been suggested to us in 1990 – a thumb shaped high rock
pinnacle (“Thumall”) in the line of east-to-west mountains holding
back the vast icecap at Skaftafell. The suggested descent was over
very steep lava scree. With all our gear, this would have been very
dangerous, especially at the end of the trip!
And so, after perusing Thumall, I descended across the snowfilled caldera feeling a tiny bit better! However, another pang
returned, when hanging out on Hekla volcano with Eoin my son in
2019, I’d caught a teasing glimpse of distant Vatnajökull! It won’t go
away!

EXPLORE

FAN FOEL : A HIDDEN GEM
IN THE BRECON BEACONS

South Wales has extensive and varied areas of upland;
Fergal Hingerty samples the impressive (and quiet)
Camarthen Fan.

The approach to Bannau Sir Gaer. b Fergalh

TOPOGRAPHY
fences leads to the
col followed by a
sharp climb to the
unmarked summit
of Fan Foel (781).
The walk along
the cliffs edge
continues for a short
distance. Than the
two summits of Fan
Brycheiniog (802.5)
with its small cairn
and Fan Brycheiniog
(801.7) trig Pillar are
quickly reached.
A large descent to the col of Bwlch Giedd and then a rise follows and the
unmarked summit of Fan Hir (760) is attained. Six significant peaks gained so
what next? A drop back to the col of Bwlch Giedd follows quickly. We than
follow a track down to the second lake Llyn Y Fan Fawr.
We walked around the lake following the track which than turns into
a narrow path halfway up the cliffs on the north side of the mountains we
traversed earlier. This spectacular walk leads us back to the first lake Llyn y Fan
Fach and from here it is
b
a short walk back to the
The trig point on Fan Brycheiniog
Fergalh
carpark from this lake.
The
circuit
is
around 16 Km and has
an ascent of a little over
800 metres and lies on
the very western edge
of the Brecon Beacons.
The track across the cliffs b Fergalh

J

ust after the village of Llanddeusant and down a narrow lane is the rough
car park for the fantastic Fan Foel circuit. At the Car park are two tracks, I
took the Beacons Way which leads to Llyn Fach and a glorious vista awaits of
the cliffs as far as Fan Foel. At the lake we took the steep track to the west which
leads to the summit
of Waun Lefrith (677
Metres).
A wonderful view
opens out in front of you,
than handrailing the cliff
with a small ascent, the
next summit Bannau Sir
Gael (749) with a small
cairn is quickly attained.
A short descent
with
unusual
wide
steeplechase
type
The escarpment from Llyn y Fan Fach b Fergalh

Visit: visit-breconbeacons.co.uk/index.
shtml

NOVEMBER IRELAND PHOTO OF THE MONTH

Looking north from Slieve Snaght b ochils_trekker
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/142/comment/23695/

N O V E M B E R I N T E R N AT I O N A L P H O T O O F T H E M O N T H

Looking across Glen Nevis to An Gearanach and Sgurr a’Mhaim b billbaggins
Original track: mountainviews.ie/summit/b312/comment/23717/

E M V E E -T U B E

THE BEST VIDEO PICKS
FOR NOVEMBER

Another overnight yomp into Mayo’s Nephin Begs from MV user
gerrym
youtube.com/watch?v=LACykt6ALOs

The highpoints of Sligo and Leitrim succumb to the Tough Soles of
Carl and Ellie.
youtube.com/watch?v=-srtpJ5_nYw&t=965s

NOTICES
•

If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses,
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities.
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask
permission where appropriate.

•

Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•

If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or
Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI nonemergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

•

If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121

•

Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned).
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact
numbers for other areas.

•

If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start
a fire, report it. In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte:
1890 800 455.

•

If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for
summits.

•

If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid
refs in place comments for different starting points show up on
MountainViews maps.
Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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